
03 - London Bridge



Teaching Objectives：
1. Review the characteristics of worm gears (relationship between 

    speed and force, self-locking);

2. Change direction of drive with idler wheel;

3. Learn the basic usage of infrared sensor.

London Bridge

Basic Teaching Information

Teaching facility AI Module 1s Project-based learning 90 minutesTeaching mode Class duration
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Focus
Using ships to transport large quantities of cargo is an efficient 

means of transportation, where the bridge is an efficient channel. But 

when the two encounters, there is a problem: large ships can not pass 

directly through the bridge because they are too high. How can we 

solve this problem?

The London Bridge is an upper suspension bridge. There are high 

towers made of granite and steel on both sides of the bridge, the 

bridge is divided into upper and lower floors. When a large ship 

needs to pass, the bridge deck is pulled up on both sides to open the 

bridge deck so the ship can pass.

Exploration
The London bridge is a famous landmark in London, when a ship 

passes under the bridge, the deck can be opened up.

First, we need to solve the opening and closing power of bridge deck.

We can use the worm gear to control the opening and closing of 

bridge deck.

Second, we need to use the coaxial double worm gear drive.

We can control the two worm gears with extension shaft, we need to 

use idler gear to change drive directions.
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Creation
1. Using square beam to build base of tower bridge;

2. Worm gear combined with 24 gear to build worm gear mechanism;

3. All types of shaft, combined with coupler to increase drive distance;

4. 70 beam and other structural parts to build bridge deck;

5. Closed-loop motor as core power output;

6. The controller as brain.

Programming
This lesson is a simple automatic control application. Master the 

usage of actuators and basic applications of sensors.

Through mobile programming, using infrared’s wait module.

When the infrared sensor detects the obstacle, it sends out a sound 

to start the motor to rotate forward, so that the bridge deck opens. 

After delay and wait for the ship to pass, reverse the motor and close 

the bridge deck.
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Evaluation
1. What is the core drive structure? What are the structural parts?

The core drive structure is a worm gear mechanism, which is com-

posed of a worm and 24 straight gears.

2. How to change the drive direction?

We can use the idler gear to change the drive direction.

Show
Demonstrate the working effect of the London Bridge.

Key point 1: Application of worm gear and explain why idler drive is 

used.

Key point 2: Explain the programming logic and the principle of infra-

red sensor.
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